Evaluation Discussions
Site evaluators with principals, 30 minutes each – Friday morning so that principals can work with other DO staff as they are waiting their turn

~ ~ ~ ~ ~
District Discussions
Each DO administrator will be available for 4, 30-minute rotations
Bob/Ric, Mark/Tera/Teresa, Greg/Perry, Kim/Tammy, Gay, Virginia, NACTEC, Rebecca, Vanessa, Ted/Jim, John
Focus: struggles, need help with, next steps, etc
Whole group – Program folks share top 3 struggles they heard from administrators to create a list
Power vote to narrow the list for next set of discussions and then use sticky notes with names to get facilitators who have solutions. Discussions will be solution focused.
Program staff will take notes in the discussions
The remainder of the list will become a to-do list for the program staff.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~
Principal Lotus and Manual (paper and electronic)
3 Small Groups
Affinity Diagram – group common items in role of site admin
Whole Group
Reconcile 3 different sets from Affinity Diagrams
Narrow categories to 8 and place on Lotus Diagram
8 Small Groups
Each group takes one category and the breakdown items and makes them fit into the 8 cells.
For each item document if there is already a process and where it is, or if one needs to be made/revise
Whole group
Review each other’s work

Leadership: What we Do...

Meals:
Thursday Night: Pizza & salad in Board Room
Friday Breakfast: Break Room
  Lunch: Catered by Peace on Earth
  Dinner: Eat at Peace on Earth
Saturday Breakfast: Break Room
  Lunch: Catered by Peace on Earth
  Dinner: Sandwiches to go!

Housing
Hickerson – Steve P., Joe, Floyd, Andy, Jeff
Johnson – Steve S., Bobby, Dan, Terry
Howard – Jay, Jim
Jacobson – Roxie
Nasset – Linda, Carolyn
Degnan – Robin, Margaret
VanBronkhorst – Ed, Craig
Concilus – John
Stansell – Kim